
Enhanced Small Size $10 Master Back Plate
by Peter Huntoon and Jamie Yakes 

The self-explanatory BEP internal memo dated June 4, 1943 shown here as Figure 1 hints 
that we may have a new $10 back variety of World War II vintage on our hands. 

 
 

Figure 1.  Internal BEP memo written by C. J. Benzing, Superintendent of the Engraving
Division, describing the creation of a new deep etch $10 master back plate with sharpened details.
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A correlation has to be made because the numbers listed in the memo are the plate 
numbers found in the margins of sheets, not the plate serial numbers on notes. The plates 
bridging the changeover are the following. 

Plate 
Plate Serial Begun Certification 
Number Number Date Date Variety 
3310 1034 Feb 15, 1943 Mar 2, 1943 old 
3313 1035 Mar 1, 1943 Sep 14, 1943 new 
3317 1036 Apr 1, 1943 master new 
3321 1037 May 20, 1943 Jun 18, 1943 new 

Plate 1035, which is not mentioned in Benzing’s memo, was a new variety plate.  It 
probably was begun as a master, but was converted into a production plate when not needed in 
that capacity; hence its delayed September completion date. 

We closely examined the proofs as well as several issued notes straddling the 
changeover.  There is no question that the details on those with serial numbers 1035 and above 
are sharpened.  The memo mentions noticeable improvements in the sky of the vignette where 
the engraved elements appear crisper and better formed, something we hope will come through 
on Figure 2. 

There is a cleaner and sharper 
appearance to the white line work in the 
borders on plates made from the new die. 
In contrast, the borders on most but not all 
of our notes with plate serial numbers 
1034 or lower have the bled or soft look 
characteristic of early small size backs. 

The improvements are somewhat subtle.  The plates made from the new master don’t 
exhibit an unambiguous diagnostic or telltale secret mark.  It would have been nice if they had 
added a secret mark such as the one on $10 Series of 1928B FRN face plates with a retooled 
Hamilton portrait that we profiled in 2011 after we discovered a similar memo.  The distinction 
is that the 1928B retooling occurred on a 1-subject master die, whereas this change involved an 
entire master plate.  The present case would have required adding the same distinguishing mark 
precisely to all twelve subjects.  A hidden mark probably wasn’t even contemplated in this case.  

Plate 3321/1037 was begun May 20, 1943, certified June 18, and first sent to press June 
21. However plates 1038, 1040, 1041 and 1044 were the first finished, all on June 12, 1943.  As
per the memo they were sent to press together as a set on June 14th, so were the first used. 
Plates 1037, 1039, 1042 and 1043 went to press July 21, 1943 as the second set to see 
production.  Plate 1035 wasn’t used until April 1944.   

Figure 2.  Comparison between the proofs lifted
from plates 1034 (top) and 1037 (bottom).  Notice
the improved definition of the clouds on the image
from 1037, an effect created by deepening the
intaglio elements used to portray them. 
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Use of plates 1034 and lower did not cease with the appearance of the new variety.  They 
continued to be used until September 21, 1944, when the last of them wore out. 

The technical details accompanying this changeover are these; 
The new 12-subject electrolytic master was begun April 1, 1942.  At the time electrolytic 

master plates were made by electrolytic deposition onto a 12-subject alto upon which the intaglio 
image stood in relief.  The 12-subject alto was fabricated by joining 12 one-subject altos made 
by electrolytic deposition from the original 1-subject die.  The master plate made from the 12-
subject alto was assigned plate number 3317 and plate check number 1036, although 1036 was 
not etched onto its subjects. 

The new master plate was made by electrolytic deposition of first nickel and next iron 
onto the alto, which was the technology employed to make electrolytic plates at the Bureau at the 
time.  Once fabricated, the surface of the plate was etched using acid, a process that deepened the 
engraved intaglio elements.  The deepen elements held more ink, which increased contrast on the 
printed images, particularly the vignettes. 

An entire page was given over to the new master in the plate history ledger and “deep 
etch” is penned at its top.  The next page, which leads off with plate 1037, also is labeled deep 
etch. 

Master 3317/1036 was canceled April 7, 1950.  Numerous altos had been made from it 
which served as the electrolytic molds used to produce the slew of production plates having plate 
serial numbers 1037 and above.  Master 1036 never was converted into a production plate so it 
wasn’t sent to press as occasionally occurred with other retired masters. 

Look at your World War II vintage $10s of all classes to determine if you can see a 
difference between the varieties.  Let us know if you find a definitive diagnostic, especially a 
secret mark. 
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Figure 3.  $10 back plate 1040 was in the first
set of electrolytic plates sent to press on June
14, 1943 that were made from the new master
plate.  Notice how crisp and clean the white
line work is within the borders as well as the
crispness of the line work in the vignette.  This
is the back of an issued Series of 1934A Boston
Federal Reserve Note. 
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